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ABSTRACT
With the advent of lifelogging cameras the amount of per-
sonal video material is massively growing to an extent that
easily overwhelms the user. To efficiently review lifelog data,
we need well designed video navigation tools. In this paper,
we analyze which cues are most beneficial for lifelog video
navigation. We show that the information kind determines
the most appropriate cue in single cue systems, but that mul-
ticue approaches are more appreciated. These findings can
inspire to design video players with multiple navigation cues,
including time, place, persons, and events for easier and more
efficient lifelog video retrieval.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Due to the ubiquitous availability of cameras, such as those
embedded into phones or through lifelogging devices like Go-
Pro cameras or Google Glass, private video collections are
massively growing. Surprisingly neither design guidelines
nor tools exist that support an efficient and easy retrieval of
lifelog video. Hence, research on video navigation is crucial
to gain basic knowledge about navigation aids users can ben-
efit from when retrieving specific video scenes.

We believe that personal video navigation should as similar
as possible be designed in a way humans cognitively access
their autobiographical memory. It is widely accepted that au-
tobiographical memories of past situations are cognitively ac-
cessed by various memory cues, such as what happened, who
was there, when it took place, and where it occurred [1, 3, 18].
It had been observed that ”what” happened is one of the most
important information that people want to recall to memo-
rize a certain life event. It is also known that providing ad-
ditional information about with ”who”, ”where”, and ”when”
the ”what” was experienced helps a lot to recall a situation.
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Moreover, multiple cues are more effective than single cues
for recalling a situation [18], e.g., recalling what happened is
greatly improved by providing both ”who” and ”where” com-
pared with providing just one or the other. However, the exact
importance of different cues may depend upon the specificity
of the cue and the way in which the life events are organized,
such that ”who” can be the most effective recall cue if the
recalled person is very important to the recalling person [3].

Analyzing existing video navigation approaches, e.g.
YouTube, shows that players organize video through a time
line, but they do not display the time at that video was
recorded even though this is embedded in video meta-data.
Moreover, the location at that the video was recorded if of-
ten saved as GPS information, but again, that information is
not presented when watching the video with state-of-the-art
players. Finally, faces of persons shown in the video could be
added manually as labels or be detected with image process-
ing, which is already used for organizing photos, like with
the iPhoto software. Research on multimodal video annota-
tion provides aid for automatically detecting place [13] and
person [8]. However, a autobiographical founded multicue
approach has not been investigated. Hence, considering the
memory cues time, place, and person for personal video pre-
sentation and navigation is a true research gap.

Researchers explored alternative ways of video navigation.
Examples are different time-based video arrangements, such
as a clock-based arrangement of video frame thumb nails [10]
or slit scans reducing a frame, for example, to a pixel col-
umn and creating slit scan frames out of several of these pixel
columns [14]. 2D storyboard arrangement were used to give
an overview of the video content via thumb nails [2, 4, 6, 11,
17]. Storyboards enable for displaying importance of scene
through re-sizing specific thumb nails, e.g., those that were
most often watched. In all mentioned time-based navigation
types, video is represented according time information, usu-
ally in the sequence the data was captured. However, these
approaches often do not provide information about absolute
times of data recording. Chiu et al. [5] used 3D storyboards to
create a virtual 3D city in which the user can browse through
different videos. Here every building displays one video, and
the facades and roofs contain storyboards with key frames.
Location-based approaches with videos placed on a map al-
low for video navigating through the information about the
place it was recorded [9, 12, 15]. Christel [6] used multiple
meta-information for video indexing, like location, time, and
semantic text labels. Then, one representation type per index
information was created, which results in multiple video nav-
igation systems for the same video content: a storyboard for



time information, a map for the location information, and a
mind map for text based labels. The existing body of research
in video navigation is mainly using single navigation cues,
such as time, place, and person. Only some hybrid systems
exist. However, to date neither a systematic investigation on
the navigation value of the cues time, place, and person has
been conducted nor the benefit of providing all three cues for
video navigation has been explored.

This paper extends previous research through (1) a systematic
investigation of the value of the navigation cues time, place,
and person and (2) an exploration of systems that combine
these three cues in one single video player.

METHOD
We investigate the benefit of the navigation cues person
(”who”), place (”where”), and time (”when”) using 2h40
quasi-lifelog video recorded by us to ensure that every par-
ticipant solved the tasks under the same difficulty. Of course,
2h40 hours barely represent lifelog video. However, we be-
lieve that a lifelog video navigation system would require to
segment the data into smaller chunks (like movie scenes).
Our short video represents such chunks. We are aware that
using somebody else’s lifelog video is artificial. However,
using the same video material for all participants has the
advantage to guarantee equal difficult tasks for all partici-
pants. Moreover, personal videos contain emotional meta-
information that would influence our results as stated by Wa-
genaar: ”Pleasant events were better recalled than unpleasant
events” [18]. To avoid that, we use video participants have
no emotional connection with. To ensure that our participants
were familiar with the video as if it was their own data, we
provided intense video content training and reminders before
and during the tasks. The experiment was divided into two
parts. In the single cue part we focused on effects of each
cue and hence, we isolated them resulting a three single-cue
video browsers, one supporting time, one persons, and one
location. In the multicue part, we explored the benefit of
multicue navigation. We tested two hybrid video browsers,
once with a strong time-based arrangement and one using a
location-based placements of the video sequences as time-
and location-based designs are already used in common video
and image navigation systems, like Youtube and Google,
while person-based video navigation has not been proposed
yet.

Apparatus
As apparatus we implemented 5 different video players in
Unity. In each player the same video content was presented.
The video was continuously captured with a head-worn Go-
Pro with 30 fps. Each player represented one condition, 3
used in single cue part of our experiment and 2 in multicue
part, which are described as follow:

Person-based player: Here the video is represented accord-
ing the persons shown in the video, see the left image in the
top of Figure 1. After clicking on a person’s icon, the player
shows the videos on that the person is shown the first time.
The person’s icon size corresponds with his screen time to in-
dicate how long one person is shown in the video compared

to another. All video sequences of one person are stitched
together in the order they were recorded. As one person was
always with the person who wore the camera, one can access
the entire video through clicking on this person’s icon. The
video can be controlled with a PLAY and PAUSE button, with
the mouse through grabbing the player handle, and alterna-
tively for fine forward and back jumps and to pause via the
navigation keys Delete to skip backwards, with End to pause
the video, and through Page Down to skip forward. The time-
, person, and locations-based players save task completion
time (TCT) in logfiles.

Location-based player: In this player, see the middle top im-
age of Figure 1, the video is arranged according the location
it was recorded. Consequently, the video is sliced in short se-
quences and placed on a map. If the camera-wearing person
was in motion, e.g. walking or going by train, the video is rep-
resented in video slices on a path across the map. These small
videos store 10 seconds of video each. If the camera wearing
person is longer at one location, the video stores the entire
material captured there, and the video player has a larger size.
Zooming in/out in the map is possible using the mouse wheel.
Drag and drop actions allow for panning the map. The space
key changes the perspective back to the initial bird view. The
video players one the map are icons, and clicking on them
results in zooming in to see the players from the front and for
playing back the video. The videos can again be controlled
using the similar keys as in person-based players.

Time-based player: In this player, see the right top image of
Figure 1, video is represented according time. The player
shows the entire video and labels it with real time stamps.
The player control is same like for the person-based player.

Time-dominated multicue player: This player is designed as
a combination of the person- and the time-based players, see
Figure 1 on the left bottom. Thus, the faces of person can be
selected to access the sequences where certain persons were
met. Moreover, the player integrates time and date. In addi-
tion a 2D map shows where the current video sequence was
recorded. The functions of the player are designed similarly
to the time- and person-based player versions.

Location-dominated multicue player: For this player, shown
in Figure 1 on the right bottom, the 3D map is chosen as base,
and the navigation aid of persons shown in the video can be
accessed from the bird view through clicking on face icons. In
the perspective when moving across the map for watching the
video sequences, information about time and date are shown.
The player control is similar to the location-based version.

Task
In single cue part, for each of the three video players (pro-
viding cues about times, places, and persons) the participants
were asked to solve the same nine tasks. Three tasks required
to search for a specific time, like: ”Navigate to the video
frame at 3:10pm shown by a clock in the video”. The three
tasks focusing on a location asked to roughly navigate to a
frame when a certain place was entered, like: ”Go to the video
frame when the person that wears the camera enters univer-
sity”. The three tasks focusing on a person, asked to browse



Figure 1. Top left: Video player with person as navigation cue. Top center: Video player with location as navigation cue. Top right: Video player with
time as navigation cue. Bottom left: Video player integrating all cues, but having time as dominant cue. Bottom right: Video player integrating all cues,
but having location as dominant cue.

to a frame where a certain person was met, like: ”Go to the
frame when the person that wears the camera meets Niels the
first time during the video”. Because of the focus on lifelog
videos, it is suitable to use the same video content and ques-
tions for all conditions, because we assume the user roughly
knows his or her own lifelog video, which is ensured through
training. The tasks were solved through roughly browsing
to the right frame, pause the video, press a DONE button,
and confirm the selection. If the DONE button was acciden-
tally pressed, the task could be continued through rejecting
the confirmation. If participants were not able to solve a task,
they could skip it through pressing a dedicated button.

In multicue part, we asked the participants to separately ex-
plore our 2 hybrid video browsers for about 2 minutes each
until they had understood the underlying navigation concept.
As we combined the cues in the hybrid systems, quantitative
data analysis would not provide us with insight about the ben-
efits of the design or isolated cues. Here, we rather aimed to
deepen the understanding of multi-cue navigation. Hence, we
decided to gather and to analyze qualitative data.

Procedure
After the participants were welcomed and informed about the
study purpose, they signed a consent form and filled in a de-
mographic questionnaire. As we aimed to measure navigation
time for personal lifelog video, which means for video that
the user roughly knows, we provided the following support
for the navigation tasks in single cue part: We showed them
a 10 min video summary of the 2h40 lifelog video, which
was played back in real time when the video showed the an-
swers to the tasks and in 25 times faster speed during all other
sequences. To measure navigation performance, but not the
ability to remember video content, participants got during the
tasks a sheet with a brief summary of the video content as well

as with the screen shots of situations they should navigate to.
They also got a map of our city where the locations they had
to search for were marked. Before every condition participant
got a training and were introduced to the specific video player
controls. After each condition, participants rated their per-
ceived mental load on the SMEQ scale [19] and gave qualita-
tive feedback about aspects that helped during the navigation
tasks or about functions that they had missed. During mul-
ticue part participants first got a training into the controls of
both, the time-dominated and the location-dominated hybrid
player. After the training participants explored the player.
Then they gave qualitative feedback through open questions
about beneficial aspects and missed functions of the player.
To compensate their time, the participants got candies.

Design
In the experiment 18 participants (8 females, ages from 21-
43, M=26.4, S D=5.3) took part. As described, the study was
divided into two parts. single cue part had a within sub-
jects design with the independent variable video navigation
cue (time, place, person). For that part, the dependent vari-
ables were task completion time (TCT) measure automati-
cally through Unity and saved in logfiles, perceived mental
effort rated on the SMEQ scale [19] as it is known to be
very sensitive with small sample sizes [16], and qualitative
feedback that participants typed into an online form. Using
a repeated measures design, every participant performed all
9 navigation tasks with all three video players as conditions.
The order of the conditions was counterbalanced. The order
of the tasks within each condition was randomized. multi-
cue part again had a within subject design with the indepen-
dent variable video player design (time-dominated multicue
player, location-dominated multicue player). This time only
qualitative feedback was recorded via open questions. The
condition order was counterbalanced.



Person-based Location-based Time-Based

M S D M S D M S D
Ta

sk

Person 7.7 3.6 48.7 12.8 23.3 11.4
Location 24.8 11.4 12.8 5.2 19.6 7.4

Time 39.4 16.8 39.0 30.4 22.6 13.1

Table 1. TCT means & SD for browser type * task in sec.

RESULTS
We first present the quantitative analysis of the data recorded
in single cue part, followed by the qualitative comments col-
lected in both parts.

Perceived effort: For the effort perceived measured dur-
ing single cue part, we conducted a one-way ANOVA and
found a significant effect of the player used on the effort rat-
ings (F2,34=4.526, p=.018, time M=16.4 & S D=16.5, person
M=28.5 & S D=23.5, location M=32.3 & S D=26.8). While
post-hoc tests using Sidak corrected comparisons showed that
the location-based player was perceived to be significantly
harder to use than the time-based browser (p=.039), neither
a difference in effort was perceived between using the time-
and person-based player (p=.074) nor between the location-
based and the person-based design (p=.890).

Task completion time: Three-way ANOVAs yielded sig-
nificant effects of condition and task on TCT (condition:
F2,88=8.087, p=.001, task: F2,106=15.793, p<.001) as well
as a significant interaction effect between both factors
(F4,120=23.078, p<.001), see Table 1. Sidak corrected post-
hoc tests showed that the location-based player took signif-
icantly longer than the other conditions (location vs. time:
p < .001, location vs. person: p=.011), but person- ver-
sus time-based design did not show a significant difference
in TCT (p=1.000). Regarding task, post-hoc tests indicated
finding locations was the longest task (location vs. time:
p=.006, location vs. person: p=.006), and that searching for
persons took the participants longer than searching for times
(p=.018), as also shown in Table 2.

Time, place, and person cues: Unsurprisingly the cues time,
place, and person were most appreciated when searching for
video sequences with similar content. The location-based
player was appreciated most when searching for places. Con-
sequently, when searching for an information that was not
represented by the player’s navigation cue, participants of-
ten missed the corresponding cue. Alternative navigation
strategies, if the right navigation cue was missing, were the
chronic description of the events that happened in the video
(representing one’s memory) in combination with informa-
tion about ”where” something happened. That enabled the
participants to then search for the ”who” or the ”when” in
the scene. When searching for time using the locations-based
player, one participant mentioned: ”I tried to remember the
locations that mapped the time”. An additional navigation cue
that participants missed relates to the ”what” that happened.
One participant, for example, missed in the map ”labels for
events, such as meeting persons” and another participant pro-
posed to ”split videos when meeting an important person for
the first time”, which suggests to introduce scenes in lifelog
video such as we are used to from movies. That was proposed

Person-based Location-based Time-Based

M S D M S D M S D

23.9 17.5 33.5 24.4 21.8 10.8

Person Location Time

M S D M S D M S D

26.6 19.7 19.0 9.6 33.7 22.5

Table 2. TCT means & SD for player (top) & task (bottom) in sec.

to provide video ”bookmarks”, e.g. for ”skipping sections” or
for ”jumping to the first occurrence of a person”.

Over all, participants appreciated both, the location-and the
time-dominated multicue design. One participant said about
the location-dominated version: ”Absolutely nice, very fast
search tool”, and another said about the time-dominated
browser: ”Of cause the real time is the most useful feature,
but also the mini-map and faces. Everything was well dis-
played.” However, some little improvements were suggested,
like a map to click on for the time version and the possibility
to jump to certain times for the video map.

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
Our results show that each autobiographical memory cue im-
plemented as navigation cue in lifelog video players helps to
find corresponding information. To browse to a specific mo-
ment in time, to a person or to a location, the corresponding
design enables fastest navigation. Users had overall the short-
est search time with the time-based player. This might be
explained by the fact that time-based video navigation is the
common player approach. However, the map-based version,
even though being slower, was appreciated a lot when search-
ing for locations but also for persons, as users find people
in video through remembering the place they were met and
can then from such starting point precise their search. The
higher perceived effort while searching particular sequences
with the location-based player might be due to the unknown
navigation concept and unfamiliar visualization of the video.
Furthermore, one might perceive the 3D representation to
be overwhelming as 3D user interfaces have been found to
be less efficient [7]. This is also supported by the positive
feedback regarding the time-dominated hybrid video player,
where we used a 2D map to display location.

We conclude that a multicue solution allows for retrieving
multiple information kinds and is favoured by participants.
Multicues provide a lifelog video player with navigation cues
that represent the main memory cues, which we found to be
a promising direction for future lifelog video players. In ad-
dition events are desired as cues, and we suggest (according
to [18]) to consider, beyond the ”who”, the ”when”, and the
”where”, also the ”what” when designing lifelog browsers.

In summary, we contribute to the field of video lifelogging
through (1) showing that autobiographical memory cues can
beneficially be used as video navigation cues (2) the cue type
fastest retrieves information of the same kind (3) a multicue
solution would allow for retrieving multiple kinds of infor-
mation, is favored by participants, and hence, is a promising
approach for future lifelog video navigation systems.
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